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Today’s Agenda

 The Banking Dilemma – making money in a low interest rate environment

We’ll Make it Up in Fees – Understanding Bank Analysis Statements
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The Banking Dilemma:
How to make money in a low interest rate 
environment?
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Supply & Demand:  Banks Deposits Are Up; Spread Margins Are Down
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Deposits Up, Loans Down, Interest rates low….no where to go with money!

 The basic idea of banking is to take in 
money from deposits and lend it out at 
interest to borrowers. But with interest 
rates near zero, banks hardly make 
any money doing that, so taking in 
more money from deposits doesn’t do 
much for them.

 Bank deposits have continued to surge 
this year. Between late March and May 
26, they rose by $411 billion to $17.09 
trillion, according to the latest available 
data from the Federal Reserve. That is 
slower than the pace last spring, but 
still nearly four times the average of 
the past 20 years, according to the Fed 
data.

Source:  Wall Street Journal and Capital Matters, June 9, 2021
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How do banks make money

$90 Inflow
to Bank

Depositor Paid 
0% Interest

$10 Capital Contribution

Investor Expects 10% 
Return on Investment

$100 Loan
to Customer

Bank Charges 
3% Interest

Interest Margin Calc

Loan Interest $3
($100 * 3%)

Cost of Funds $1
($10 * 10%)

Interest Margin $2
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Fed Participants’ Assessments of ‘Appropriate’ Monetary Policy

Sept-21 FOMC Projections

Sept-21 Median

Fed’s September “Dot Plot” Signals Rate Liftoff in 2022

Source: Federal Reserve and Bloomberg. Individual dots represent each Fed members’ judgement of the midpoint of the appropriate target range for the federal 
funds rate at each year-end. 
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We’ll Make It Up in Fees:
Understanding Bank Analysis Statements
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How Banks Invoice Fees?  Account Analysis Statements
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Sample Analysis Statement – Closer Look
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Analysis Statement Summary

What Exactly is an Analysis Statement

 Summary of all fees and earnings credit (and interest earnings) for the month.  First section is considered the 
composite account which compiles all fees into a single summary and lists accounts included.

 Earnings credit is considered in store credit – can only be used to offset fees and expires within month/ Qtr/ Yr

 Earnings Credit Calculation – Investable Balance X ECR Rate X Days in Month / Days in Year

 Analysis statement typically shows:  # of items X per item fee = Total Cost and Balance needed to offset

 Review analysis statement regularly for new fees or anomalies in count or penalties not your fault.

Potential Pitfalls

 Bank errors

 Each account costs money in a) Account Maintenance b) Ancillary Services Per Account (Pos Pay, etc.)

 Balance Fee (formerly FDIC Charge) – Can be #1 Fee on analysis.

 Excess Earnings Credit goes to bank

**Make sure that every dollar deposited has value through either ECR or Interest Earnings
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Compensating Balances

Potential Advantages Potential Disadvantages

• Offer of “free” services in lieu of 
paying interest on deposit balances

• No need to budget for banking 
expenses

• Potential for above-market 
exception rates for select clients

• Effective rate can be severely 
reduced by reserve requirements 
and balance-based charges

• Bank has the ability to change rates 
with no notice; may deviate from 
market rates

• Excess, unused earnings credits 
that expire represent lost value
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Bank Charges Can Significantly Reduce the Benefit of the ECR

Interest Rate

Reserve Requirement

Effective Interest Rate

Interest Paid

Earnings Credit

Net Benefit (Cost)

FDIC Assessment (0.15%)

No Reserve Requirement or FDIC Reserve Requirement and FDIC Assessed

For illustrative purposes only.
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Sample Analysis Statement

FDIC-like charges are typically 
included in line item portion of 

monthly analysis statement
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What to Look for?

Deposit Bank Assessment

Balance Based Charges

Recoupment Monthly
Deposit Coverage

Deposit Administrative Fee

Deposit Administration Fee

Account Balance Fee

Balance Admin Fee
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Earnings Credit Calc

Bank ECR Math

Investible Balance * ECR Rate / 365 days in year * 30 days in month

$13,815,417 * .0035 ECR rate / 365 * 30 = $3,974 earnings credit to offset fees

Earnings Credit Rate 0.350% (Store Credit)

Deposit Admin Fee 0.135% (aka FDIC Charge)

Net ECR 0.215%

IMPORTANT NOTE: EXCESS ECR DEFAULTS TO BANK
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What should you do?

 Regularly monitor your bank analysis statement and relationship (put in calendar!)

 Determine the “Net” Earnings Credit Rate your bank is paying

• Reserve requirements and FDIC/balance-based fees cost you real dollars

 Ensure that you are not earning more credits than you can use

 Understand your alternatives at the bank: Does the bank offer a sweep into a 
government money market fund or a hard dollar interest structure?

• Calculate the potential benefit of these alternatives

 Consider other short-term investment options for liquid funds

• LGIPs

• Fixed-income liquidity portfolios 
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Questions?
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Thank You!

Tom Armstrong
Senior Managing Consultant
PFM Asset Management, LLC

barrym@pfm.com
231-878-4168

armstrongt@pfmam.com
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This presentation is only intended for institutional and/or sophisticated professional investors. This material is intended for
informational purposes only and should not be relied upon to make an investment decision, as it was prepared without regard to
any specific objectives, or financial circumstances. It should not be construed as an offer or to purchase/sell any investment. Any
investment or strategy referenced may involve significant risks, including, but not limited to: risk of loss, illiquidity, unavailability
within all jurisdictions, and may not be suitable for all investors. To the extent permitted by applicable law, no member of the PFM
Group, or any officer, employee or associate accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any
use of this presentation or its contents, including for negligence. This material is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any
person in a jurisdiction where delivery would be contrary to applicable law or regulation, or it is subject to any contractual
restriction. No further distribution is permissible without prior written consent.

The views expressed within this material constitute the perspective and judgment of PFM at the time of distribution and are subject
to change. Any forecast, projection, or prediction of the market, the economy, economic trends, and equity or fixed‐income
markets are based upon current opinion as of the date of issue, and are also subject to change. Opinions and data presented are
not necessarily indicative of future events or expected performance. Information contained herein is based on data obtained from
recognized statistical services, issuer reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. No representation is
made as to its accuracy or completeness.

Important Disclosures and Disclaimers


